“Knit one, purl one” on a STOLL CMS 520 C+ multi gauge machine

STOLL has expanded its gauge range further, adding 1.5gg and 2.2gg for the extra-bulky knits and extra-chunky yarns that previously demanded hand knitting. Gauge scalability now extends stitch optics from 1.5gg to 5gg; yarns down to 0.7 Nm can be used.

Moreover, the industrial knitting machine offers countless design options: jacquard, intarsia and structured knits – combined with shaping attributes in Fully Fashion technique. The design applications reflect urbane lifestyle and extend far beyond apparel. From accessories to interior design, the sky’s the limit.

Discover STOLL’s world of technical possibilities and unleash your creativity!

Jörg Hartmann
Head of Fashion & Technology
THIS PAGE:
1510055 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 2.2
- Pullover in 1x1 technique with boat neckline, body knitted in one piece
- Pointelle-mesh structure with alternate 2x1 float thread-intarsia patterning
THIS & PREVIOUS PAGE:

1510058 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 1,5.2
- College jacket in honeycomb piqué with extra-chunky yarn
- Tuck transfer structure on intarsia jersey with pointelle structure
STOLL-APPLICATIONS®

- Scarf in double faced 2-colour float jacquard transfer structure with knitted-on patch pockets
this & previous page:

1510064 / CMS S20 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 2.2

- Fully Fashion boyfriend pullover with saddle shoulder
- Patchwork design with various crochet structures
- Long waistcoat with hem and neckline in handcrafted look, knitted-on patch pockets
  and shaping by gore technique. Ready-made across the knitting direction.
- Jersey with cast-off, intarsia and purl-stitch front selvedge
STOLL-MULTI GAUGES®

- Fully Fashion slipover in boyfriend look with curled seams
- Front: 4-colour float thread transfer structure with cast-off
- Back: jersey with all needles

PREVIOUS PAGE:
1510063 / CMS 520 C+ MULTI GAUGE / E 1,5.2
STOLL-FLEXIBLE GAUGE®
- Top in macramé look, ready-made across the knitting direction
- Jersey with stitch cast-off, pointelle structure, intarsia wave patterning and gore technique
The Details

College jacket
At first glance, this design impresses with its airy, bulky texture. It seems as if chunky yarns have been hand-stitched to a knitwear jacket. In fact, the texture consists of a large tuck transfer structure built on a finer intarsia foundation. This jacket is light as a feather, with the large stitches creating generous volume.
Long waistcoat

The most distinctive feature of this long waistcoat is a nuanced combination of ultra-large and finer stitches. They are split into intarsia fields of different colours. The pattern is designed such that the entire waistcoat is knitted in one piece. Armholes, pockets and seams are all joined in the machine. This eye-catching design makes a modern impression with its airy hand-knit look.

Macramé top

This macramé-inspired top is ready-made across the knitting direction and features a side seam, seen here at the right. The pattern includes neck and armholes pre-fabricated in the machine, as well as more tightly knit side sections for a corset-like effect. The moving wave structure of the knit is achieved by using gore technique and combining structures. The fringes at the bottom edge show just how chunky the yarns are.
## Yarn Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Pattern No</th>
<th>Yarn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 5    | 1510055    | Lanecardate: Felpa, Nm 15/12 (100% WV)  
Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: Maxi Must, Nm 4/1 (100% WV) |
| 6/7/8| 1510058    | Pinori Filati: Nemo, Nm 0,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP)  
Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: Maxi Must, Nm 4/1 (100% WV) |
| 1/11 | 1510073    | Be.Mi.Va.: Helmut, Nm 0,9 (80% WV, 20% PA)  
Sesia: Jump, Nm 25 (68% VI, 32% PB)  
Be.Mi.Va.: Lara, Nm 0,7 (70% WV, 30% PA) |
| 12/13/14 | 1510064 | Lanecardate: Felpa, Nm 15/12 (100% WV) |
| 17   | 1510050    | Pinori Filati: Nemo, Nm 0,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP)  
Pinori Filati: Nemo, Nm 3,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP) |
| 18/19| 1510063    | Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: Maxi Must, Nm 4/1 (100% WV)  
Pinori Filati: Nemo, Nm 0,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP) |
| 20   | 1510060    | Be.Mi.Va.: Chart, Nm 0,7 (65% PA, 15% WV, 10% WP, 10% VI)  
Be.Mi.Va.: Lara, Nm 0,7 (70% WV, 30% PA)  
Zegna Baruffa/Chiavazza: Maxi Must, Nm 4/1 (100% WV)  
Pinori Filati: Nemo, Nm 3,7 (50% WV, 40% PC, 10% WP) |
Suppliers

Accessories

COATS OPTI GERMANY GMBH
1. Südwieke 180 - 26817 Rhauderfehn - Germany
Tel +49 (0)49528040, Fax +49 (0)4952804213
www.coats.de

Yarns

FILATI BE.MI.VA. S.P.A.
Via Mugellese 115 - 50013 Capalle (FI) - Italy
Tel +39 055898261, Fax +39 055898084
sales@bemiva.it, www.bemiva.it

LANECARDATE S.P.A.
Via Garibaldi 57/a - 13836 Cossato (BI) - Italy
Tel +39 0159840035, Fax +39 015922817
info@lanecardate.com, www.lanecardate.com

MANIFATTURA SESIA S.R.L.
Via Tosalli 67/69 - 28073 Fara Novarese (NO) - Italy
Tel +39 0321819984, Fax +39 0321819985
sales@manlesia.it, www.manifatturasesia.it

PINORI FILATI S.P.A.
Via Eugenio Gestri 19 - 59100 Prato (PO) - Italy
Tel +39 057454911, Fax +39 0574630362
info@pinori.it, www.pinori.it

ZEGNA BARUFFA LANE BORGOSESIA S.P.A.
Via Milano 160 - 13856 Vigliano Biellese (BI) - Italy
Tel +39 0157001, Fax +39 015700252
baruffa@baruffa.com, www.baruffa.com
Addresses

Stoll
Branches & Agencies

FRANCE
Stoll France
85-87 Avenue Henri Barbusse – 92140 Clamart
Tel +33 141088383, Fax +33 141088500
stollfrance@wanadoo.fr

ITALY
Stoll Italia srl.
Via dei Maniscalchi 9/A – 41012 Carpi (MO)
Tel +39 059651899, Fax +39 059651870
stollitalia@stoll.it

USA, CANADA
Stoll America Knitting Machinery, Inc.
250 West 39th Street (1st Floor) – New York – NY 10018
Tel +1 2123983869, Fax +1 2129217639
info@stollamerica.com

JAPAN
Stoll Japan Co. Ltd.
Minato-Ku - Shibaura 4-16-23
Aquacity Shibaura 2F - JP-Tokyo 108-0023
Tel +81 337693690, Fax +81 337693694
info@stolljapan.jp

INDIA
Stoll India Pvt. Ltd. – C-25, Sector 63
201 301 Noida – Uttar Pradesh
Tel +91 1204690850/3298033, Fax +91 1204690851
contact@stoll-india.com

CHINA, HONG KONG, TAIWAN, THAILAND, VIETNAM
Chemtax (Stoll) Company Limited - 6/F. Goldsland Building
22-26 Minden Avenue - Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon – Hong Kong
Tel +852 23686269, Fax +852 23687500
stoll@chemtax.com

Stoll
Headquarters

GERMANY
H. Stoll AG & Co. KG – Stollweg 1 – 72760 Reutlingen
Tel +49 (0)71213130, Fax +49 (0)7121313110
contact@stoll.com, www.STOLL.com

STOLL FASHION & TECHNOLOGY GERMANY
H. Stoll AG & Co. KG - Stollweg 1 - 72760 Reutlingen
Tel +49 (0)71213130, Fax +49 (0)7121313426
contact@stoll.com, www.STOLL.com

STOLL FASHION & TECHNOLOGY CENTER NEW YORK
250 West 39th Street (Ground Floor) – New York – NY 10018
Tel +1 2123983869, Fax +1 2129217639
info@stollftny.com, www.stollftny.com